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Abstract 
We develop the Hopf algebraic structure based on the set of functional graphs, which 
generalize the case of the forests of rooted trees. We use noncommutative polynomials as 
generating monomials of functional graphs and we introduce several kinds of brackets in 
accordance with the decomposition i  connected components of the graph of a mapping of 
a finite set into itself, i.e. basins of attraction as in the frame of the discrete dynamical systems. 
We compute the antipode in a natural basis. The use of the noncommutative polynomials gives 
a symbolic alculus useful for differential algebras and algebras of differential operators. 
O. Introduction 
i n In [9] we described the expansion of (52~  0 2 Oi), i.e. the powers of a Lie operator in 
any dimension, in order to find the expression of the flow of formal nonlinear 
evolution equations [1 1]. In the one-dimensional case, the explicit expansion can be 
found first in [5], and other aspects connected to the ordinary differential equations 
can be found in [16]; On the other hand, in [12], Grossman and Larson introduced 
several Hopf algebras [1, 4, 7] of forests of rooted labeled trees in order to express the 
product of finite-dimensional vector fields. 
In a previous paper [10] we described without proofs the bialgebra structure of 
functional graphs, i.e. graphs representing mappings of finite sets in themselves. [-2, 
6 8, 13]. In this paper we concentrate on the Hopf algebra of functional graphs and 
we compute the antipode. 
In Section 1, we consider a bialgebra structure on the graded set G = (Gm)m ~ 1, 
where G,, is the set of graphs of mappings of { 1, 2 . . . .  , m} into {0, 1, ..., m} where "0" 
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labels an external root, and three interesting subalgebras: T the set of labeled forests, 
the set of permutation graphs and 1_ the set of well labeled forests i.e. with strictly 
decreasin9 labels on the chains toward the roots. For this purpose we use a noncom- 
mutative alphabet Q-  {qo,q~,q2 . . . .  } which allows a representation G of the ele- 
ments of G and their decomposition i  connected components by means of generating 
monomials which are words in the free monoid Q* such that 
Q~ = q~(~) q,/,(2) ... qo(m) for • ~ G~. 
In Section 2 we describe principally the formalism in the K-algebra based on G and 
equipped with a product ".", where 14 is Y, F2 = {0, 1 } as well as a characteristic zero 
field. For ~u ~ G, this product is 
Q~.Q~, -  Qe f l  (q,(i) + q%(i)(ql + ... + q,)). 
i=1 
In particular, the subalgebra representing 1_, is L - (L,), ~>0 where L, is the set of 
words in the expansion of Q, = qo(qo + ql) "'" (qo + ql + "'" + q.-1). We show 
that the calculus are easier with L and we have, for example (qo)*" = Q,, hence, 
the (exponential) generating function of all the elements of 1_. In particular, the 
graded subalgebra ~L  is sufficient for the calculus of the powers of one derivation [9], 
and it is extendable in a Hopf algebra the element of which being known in the 
computer literature as "heap ordered trees" [12]. This algebra is useful to compute 
products of derivations or to transform differential monomials in differential 
algebras [15]. 
In Section 3 we describe a ~-bialgebra based on the set ~3r of functional graphs the 
labels of which (domain) being a finite subset of ~ + = ~ - {0}. The coproduct A 
is of Leibniz type: Ac~ = c~ ® 1 + 1 ® ~ for c~ ~ Pc, the subset of GF of arborescences 
having a root of degree one [12]. 
We show the isomorphism between the bialgebras ~;F  and ~Gv. In ~Gr  the 
product is (u ,1 )* (v , J )=6( I~ J )u (qo+qj ,  I )(v, J)  where 1, J are domains, 
U ---- [ I idq~(1) ,  v = I]j~sqoe~j), qs -- ~j~sqJ, q0 = 0, ~b(E ({0}UI )  I, ~t ~({0}uJ)  s and 
6(1) = 1 if I = 0 else 6(I) = 0. In EGv the product can be expressed by means of the 
multicoproduct: q5off _= ¢o (A,~b). 
In Section 4 we establish the link between ~G (resp. ~G) and ~Gv (resp. ~Gv). We 
have qJ * 7/_= (r.~). ~p where ~, is a translation in the labels of ~u. 
In Section 5 we give some examples of "Q-calculus", drawing the corresponding 
graphs. 
In Section 6 we describe the Hopf algebra structure based on Ge and we compute 
the antipode S. If 6 = aa ~2 - ' -  0~r where (~k E: PF and if ilk is the domain Of~k then the 
generating monomial of q) is A = (u, H) with u = Iqi~n q¢u), and H being the disjoint 
union of the Hk'S. A can be factored as A = A 1A 2 ... A, ,  where A k = (Wk, Hk) is the 
generating monomial of 0~ k and A k can  be factored itself as A k = LkqoR k. Then if ]-, 
is the set [8] of the (r + 1) ~-a arborescences co having r internal nodes labeled 
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in {1,2 . . . .  ,r} and of generating monomial Q~ = I]~=1 (qo~k),{k}), the image of 
A by S is 
S(A) = ( - )" ~ (~ (L kquo,,~,Rk,Hk), where qm - ~_, qi. 
ro E ~-~ k=l  i~Hk 
In Section 7, we describe the link with the graded differential algebra 
~{U}=Gr~o 0~{U}r and the graded algebra of differential operators 
{ U,D} = Or  ~ o ~ { U}r D r, where U -= (u,, u2 . . . .  ) = (Ufl)# />1 = (U~)~ >/0,# />1 is a set 
of indeterminates, D - {~o, ~,  ... } and the differential indeterminates u~, .. ~ , = 0 ~, ... ~ 
u~ generate ~ {U}r [15]. This shows that the above symbolic Q-calculus in the frame 
of the Hopf algebras can be used as a pre-calculus represented by algebras of 
differential operators. 
1. Algebra based on the semi-group of functional graphs 
1.1. Types of functional graphs 
In this paper as in the previous [10], a connected functional graph will be called 
excycle [13, 7]. In the area of discrete dynamical systems an excycle is known as basin 
of attraction. It is also called sometimes "octopus". 
Consider several graded and filtered sets of N-labeled functional graphs: 
(i) ~ (resp. G) the set of excycles (resp. functional graphs) and designate by G, (resp. 
G~.)) the set of functional graphs having (resp. having at most) n + 1 nodes, for 
n/> 0. Now, let the graded subsets of E (resp, G): 
(ii) ~ (resp. 1I-) the set of labeled arborescences (resp. forests). 
(iii) C (resp. ~g) the set of cycles (resp. permutation graphs). 
(iv) /~ (resp. ~_) the set of well-labeled arborescences (resp. forests), i.e. with strictly 
decreasing labels on the chains toward the root(s). As in (i), we consider for (ii), (iii), 
(iv) graduations and filtrations. 
1.2. Representation by Q-polynomials 
Let G, the semigroup of mappings of { 1, 2, ..., n} in itself ("symmetric semigroup of 
endofunctions"), Card G, = n", and the subsemigroups: 
T, - {f; f~  G, , f "  =f , -1}  (i.e.facyclic and Card T. = (n + 1)"-1), 
S, the symmetric group and Card S, = n!, 
L, ~ {f; fe  G,, f( i )  ~ i} (i.e.fsubdiagonal nd CardL, = n!), 
We have the well-known bijections [8]: 
( + means graphs labeled in {1, 2, ..., n}, n >/1). 
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Let Q+ -= {ql, q2 . . . .  } a noncommutative alphabet, Q =- {qo}wQ +with qo noncom- 
muting with the qi's, Q~ - {ql, q2 . . . . .  q.}, Q. - {qo}wQ~ + and Q+* (resp. Q*) the 
corresponding free monoids. 
Taking ~ either g:2 = {0, 1} or Z as ring of scalars, consider 
(i) the G. module NQ. + by the ~-linear incidence matrix action of f•  G. as 
~fq i  = qf(i) hence ~i460 - 4¢Io0, 
(ii) the generating monomial (g.m.) associated to f .  By morphism extension denoted 
again by £~r we define the action on Q* 
Qf = qf(1)qf(2) ... q:~,) = 5f: Q,., (1.1) 
where Q,. - ql q2 . . .  qn is associated to the identity t, of G, and Q~o = i. One has 
again ~ j  Log = ~Iog. 
For the following we consider: 
+ T + + S + (iii) The graded subsets of Q* as G + -(G,) ,>.o,  =(T,),~>o, --- (S+ ), .> o , 
L + -(L+),.>o respectively, associated to G +, ]1-+, ~B + and k + with 
Go -- T~- = Sg = L~- = {1}. 
Let W=qklqk, ... qk.•Q*; then w • G, + iff 1 ~ ki ~ n. Moreover, w •S .  + iff 
exists a • S. such that (k~(1), k (2) . . . .  , k~,~) = (1, 2 . . . . .  n), w • L + iff 1 ~ ki ~< i and 
w • T + iff exists o • S. such that k~( o<, a(i). 
(iv) the corresponding graded ~-modules: N;G +, ~T +, ~S +, ~ +, admit components 
of degree n which are respectively G,, T., S,, L. modules with dim ~G. + = n", 
dim ~T + = (n + 1)"-1, dim ~S. + = dim ~L 2 = n!. 
+ We could consider other graded subsets R + = (g.).~>0 and graded ~-modules 
= ®. .>o of  + = ®. .>o + . 
1.3. Decomposition o f  a functional graph 
Each functional graph can be commutatively factored for the composition i  excycles 
in only one manner [9, 16]. The only excycles admitting fixed points are the arbores- 
cences. For short, we will identify a function with its functional graph. Hence, f•  Gm 
can be wr i t ten f=f l f2  ... fp where each fi is an excycle having a domain, i.e. a set of 
labels I~,fj • I~ ~ and (11, 12 . . . .  , Iv) is a partition of {1, 2, . . . ,  m}. In the following it is 
important to distinguish an isolatedfixecl point labeled by "1" and represented by the 
monomial ql with the unit graph "o", without label and represented by 1. In 
a functional graph we add always a loop to each fixed point in order to obtain the 
same number for the nodes and the arcs. Some elements of G =- (Gm)m ~ o and their 
representation in G are (Fig. 1). 
o ~ 1 oC~ ~ql  oC~ D - q lq2  ~ qzq l  
1 1 2 
2 
1 ~ 3  ~ qaql  q2 
Fig. 1. 
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I -qo/ .-.oqo -qoq, q q qo -.oqo. q  
1 2 
1 2 3 4 
Fig. 2. 
1.4. Virtual root 
Let f•  G,, and H0 a set of some fixed points off. Set [p,q] - {h; p ~< h ~< q} ifp ~< q 
and 0 otherwise, so Gm= [1,m] El'ml • Define f :  [1,m] ~ [0,m] such that 
f=f ( i )  if iCHo and f(i) = 0 if i •  Ho. (a.2) 
The "0" is the label of a virtual root added to the graph representation f fand  we 
will say that Ho is "confined in 0" which is a fixed point of f. In this case we do not add 
a loop at the virtual root. We will call "m-extended endofunctions" uch functions f and 
we will denote Gm -- [0,m] Ex'"l their set and we will consider G,, as a subset of G,,. 
Among the factors of f we suppose that ax, . . . ,a,  are arborescences and that they 
have their root linked to a virtual root "e" labeled by "0", giving the arborescence 
a ° - (an a2 ... a,) °. Hence f•  Gm can be factored as 
f=fo  a°, fo•G, , .  (1.3) 
Let A (resp. A °) the g.m. representing ala2 ... ar (resp. (a~a2 ... a,)°). Then A ° is 
obtained substituting in A, qi by qo for i •  Ho. If we denote by w the g.m. of f, 
then d(w) (resp. do(w)) will denote the total deoree (resp. the degree in qo) of w. We will 
call do(w) the "differential deoree". On the other hand we will consider the sets 
~-,,, ~m, Q-m and the graded K-modules of functional graphs ~G = •m ~ oKGm and 
their substructures ~Y, ~5,  ~_. According to the above considerations, adding qo, 
we get the extended graded sets G-(Gm)m~o, the extended graded K-module 
~G = t~m~o~G,, and their substructures ~T, KS, 0(L. Similarly, as in Section 
3 some elements of G and 67 are shown in Fig. 2. 
2. External products in KG 
Now, we define in the graded modules ~G two ~-bilinear "external" products on 
graphs or monomials having standard domain. 
Let • e G,,, 7" • G,, Q, • Gin, Qq, E (7,, and define, valued in ~Gm+,. 
2.1. Simple external product 
Let ~o (resp. 7'0) the characteristic function of ~-  1 (0) (resp. 7"- 1 (0)) 
Q~*Q~ ~ Qq, f i  q*(i)+n. 
i=1 
(2.1) 
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Writing Q~ = A(qo, ql . . . .  ) = A(qo; qi) and Qe = B(qo; qj) we get 
At  B = B(qo; qj)A(qo; qi+.). 
On the right-hand side we have a concatenation f monomials and the product "*" 
is obviously associative with unit 1. 
2.2. Composed external product 
Qo* Qe-  Q~ f i  (qoti) + ~o(i)(ql + "" + qn)). (2.2) 
i= l  
This product can be written according to (2.2) 
A* B = B(qo; q~) A(qo + ql + "'" + q.; qi+.). (2.3) 
In this expression we have a sum of concatened monomials got, in the left factor, by 
the substitutions qo~qo+q~+ "'" +q.  and q~qi+,  for i#0 .  This product 
admit also the unit 1 and for the associativity consider three homogeneous poly- 
nomials: 
A = A(qo; qi) ~ D'~Gm, B = B(qo; qj) ~ [KG,, C = C(qo; qk) e ~(~Gp, 
where i, j, k 4 = O. So, because deg (B * C) = n + p we have 
(A(qo; qi) * B(qo; qs)) * C(qo; qk) 
= (B(qo;qj) A(qo + q~ + "'" + q,; q,+.))*C(qo;qk) 
=C(qo;qk) B(qo+ql  + "'" + qp; qj+p) 
×A(qo + ql + "'" + qp + ql+p + "'" + q,+p;qi+,+p) 
= A(qo; qi)*(C(qo; qk) B(qo + ql + "'" + qp; qj+p)) 
= A(qo; qi) * (B(qo; qj)) * C(qo; qk)). 
The algebra ~G is "*" and "*" graded and moreover KT, K, KL are " t "  and 
"*"graded subalgebras of ~G because T,, S., L, are subsemigroups of G.. Hence 
Proposition 2.1. Let the sequence ((~,,)~ >1  of the sets of functions of { 1, 2 . . . . .  m} into 
{0,1 . . . . .  m} and ~==-{qo, q, ... } a noncommutative alphabet. For O6G~ let 
Qo : ~Im=l qo(i) the generating monomial of • and the graded module ~G = @m>~ 0 
KGm generated by all the ~'s where ~ is either Dz2 = {0, 1} or 7/. Then ~G is a graded 
algebra for both the associative products with unit 
m 
Q**Q~, =- Q~, l-[ q~i)+., 
i=1  
Q**Q~" =- Q~ f i  (q~to + ~o(i)(qa + "" + q.)), 
i=1  
where 7 j ~ G. and 4o is the characteristic function of ~-1(0). 
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Moreover the graded K-modules ~xT of labeled forests, ~xS of permutation graphs, ~L  
of well-labeled forests, are graded subalgebras of ~G. 
2.3. Left linear operators on ~G 
Let z, the transformation of G,, = [ 1, m] Ll"m~ into [n + 1, n + m]t" + ~,, +,.1 defined by 
(z , f )  (i + n )=f ( i )+  n for i e [1,m]. In the graph representation of f, the effect of 
z, is simply a translation of n in the labels and we have r,zp = z,+p and 
z , ( . fg )  = (z,f). ,(%g). We extend z, as a transformation of G,. = [0,m] tl '"j into 
({0}w[n + 1, n + m]) t"+ ~'"+"1 such as the label 0 is unchanged. By 4~(i) = (1 - q~o(i)) 
f( i)  one has (%q~)(i) = (1 - <bo(i - n))(~(i - n) + n). Let A, B~ ~G the left linear 
operator  ~, A (resp. 6, A) acting on B e ~G such that if B is homogeneous, then 
[B] (% A) - A • B, [B] (6, A) - A * B (2.4) 
/f deg(B) = n and 0 otherwise. 
We will call ~, (resp. 6,) shifting (resp. splitting) operator on ~G. Moreover,  
Zp (resp. 6p) are graded antimorphism for "•"  (resp."*'). 
zp(A•B)=(zvB) (zp+,A) ,  6p(A*B)=(6pB) (6p+,A) ,  (2.5) 
where n = deg B and p ~ %. This is a consequence of the associativity of "•"  (resp. 
"*"). Also z, (resp. 6,) is a power 
z ,=z"  withz - r l ,  zo_  1, 6 ,=6"  w i th6-Ox ,6  ° - -1 .  (2.6) 
Define the left linear operators ), and # in ~G by the expansions: 
3~- Zz" ,  #-  ~ 6". (2.7) 
n~>O n~>0 
By left linear action of 2A and #A on ~G we get for A, B e [~G 
A • B = [B] (2A), A * B = [-B] (pA) (2.8) 
with the ant imorphism properties 
), (A • B) = (2B) (2A), #(,4 * B) = (pB) (t~A) (2.9) 
which express the associativity of "•"  and "*". 
Proposition 2.2. Let A ~ ~G, B ~ ~G, .  Then the shifting (resp, splitting) left linear 
operators Zp (resp. 6p) defined by [B] (zpA) - A • B (resp. [B] (6pA) - A * B) if p = n 
and 0 otherwise, verify zp --- z p with ~ - zl, z ° - 1 and z p (,4 * B) ~ (z p B) (z p+" ,4) (resp. 
6p = 6 p with 6 ~ 61, 6 ° ~ 1 and 6P(A , B) = (6P B)(6~+" ,4). Moreover )~ - ~ ,~o C 
(resp. /~-~, ,~o5")  are antimorphisms in ~G such that A .B=[B] (2A)  (resp. 
A • B = [B] (pA)) 
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2.4. Exponential generating function of the monomials of L 
All the words of L, (i.e. subdiagonals) are obtained from the expansion of 
Q.=qo(qo+ql ) " ' (qo+q~+ "'" +q,_a)  eEL ,  and Qo=l .  By (2.2) one has 
Qm * Q, = Qm+n and ifA e ~L,,, B e fl<aL, we have A ,  B e 0~Lm+. and then we recover 
that ~L is stable for the product ".". Because Q~ = qo the associativity gives 
Q. = (qo)*". (2.10) 
With the Q [[t]]-modules on L one has the exponential generating function 
t" 
exp, ( tqo)= Z t~" (qo)*"= ~- -Q , ,  (2.11) 
.>.o n! ..>o n! 
exp,  (sqo) * exp,  (tqo) = exp,  ((s + t) qo). 
3. Functional graphs with domain 
More generally, we will need functions h~I  ~ where I = {il, i2 . . . . .  is} with 
1 ~ il < i2 < ... < is. The corresponding .m. with specified domain I will be 
denoted by (w,I) where w = qhtil)qhti2) "'" qh,,); reciprocally, given w = qhl qh2 ... qh, 
with hk e Io, then (w,I) define h e I t. When I = {1,2, ... ,m} we will simply write w in 
place of (w, I). 
Let ~'F (~ +) the set of finite subsets of ~ + = ~ - {0} and define 
Gr -= {~b; ¢k c; I~, I e Pr (~+),  Io = {O}uI}, 
GF ------ {(w, I); w = qh~ qh~ ... qh: hk e 1o}. 
3.1. Products in fl~C~r 
We consider now two K-bilinear products defined between graphs having their 
nodes arbitrarily labeled and zero valued when the domains are not disjoint. As in (1.3), 
let ~b = f a ° e I~, qJ = gb ° e J~, where f e I ~, g e js  with I , J  e ~r  (• +). Define first the 
commutative. 
3.1.1. Simple product ("root product") 
(b~k = 6 (I n J )  fg (ab) ° , (3.1) 
where 6(1) = 1 if I = 13 else 6(1) = 0. 
When I n J  = 0, the domain of ~b~k is Iw J  and the virtual root of ~b~, is the 
identification of the virtual roots of ~b and ~k. This product generalize the composition 
product and is obviously associative and commutative with unit "e". Hence, we have, in 
particular, q~ = f a~ a~ ... a;. 
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The corresponding definition on ~GF follows: 
(u,I) ~ c~, (v,J) ~ qJ,(w,I~J) "~ dpt~, 
(u, I) (v, J) = 6(I c~J) (w, Iw J )  (3.2) 
The monomial w is a reordered concatenation of u and v according to 1w J, 
deg(w) = deg(u) + deg(v), do(w) = do(u) + do(v) and the unit is (1, 0). 
Q, = LP~Q,, = l~l qCt i )  = (Wl, I1)(W2, I2) "'" (wv, lv), 
i=1 
where (wj, Ij) is the g.m. of qSj, and (11,12, ... ,Ip) is a partition of E = [1,m]. 
Recall that G being generated by the transpositions and the singular transforma- 
tions [7], then GF ~ GF is generated by (qjq,, {i,j}) and (q j, {i}). 
3.1.2. Composed product 
Now set qj - ~]j~s qj, q~ = 0 and define 
(u, I )*(v, J )  =- 6(Ic~J)u(qo + qj , I ) (v, J )  (3.3) 
The associativity is immediate: 
((u, I) * (v, d)) * (w, K) = (6 (Ic~J) u(qo + qs, I)(v, J)) * (w, K) 
= 6(Ic~J)6((IuJ)nK)(u(qo + qs + qK), I)(v(qo + qK),J)(w,K) 
= 6(lc~J)b(lnK)(u(qo + q~ + qK), I)(6(Jc~K)(v(qo + qr),J)(w,K)) 
= (u, 1) * (6 (JerK) v(qo + qK), J)(w, K)) = (u, I) * ((v, J)) * (w, K)) 
Hence, the product " . "  is associative with unit (1, 0). 
The reversed correspondence (u, 1) ~ q~, (v, J) ~ ~O and (3.3) gives a definition of 
a product " , "  in Gv: 
gb • ~ = Z (3.4) 
where X ~ (w, I~J) .  This product can be obtained also by means of a multico- 
product. We can state 
Proposition 3.1. Let ~F(N+) the set of finite subsets of N+ = N-  {0} and let 
Gv -~ {gb; q~ e I f ,  I ~ ~e (N+), Io = {0}uI}, Q = {qo, ql, ... } a noncommutative al- 
phabet, the set of associated monomials where ~ is either Iz2 = {0, 1} or Z: 
GF -- {(w,I); I e H, w = qhl qh2 "'" qhs, hk E I0}. 
Let I , J~F( IN+) ,  cb6I~, ~beJJo, and their 9eneratin9 monomials u =~Ii~1q4ti), 
V = 1-[jeJq~(J)" 
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Define the products in the module ~GF 
(i) (u,I)(v, J)  - 5(Ic~J)(w, Iw J )  where w is a reordered concatenation of u and v ac- 
cording to Iu J .  
(ii) (u , I ) . (v , J )  = 6( In J )u(qo + qj, I )(v, J) ,  where qs = ~,j~jq;,qo = 0 and 6(1) = 1 if 
I = 0 else 6(1) = O. 
The product (ii) is associative whence (i) is associative and commutative and both 
admit the unit (1, 0). 
Examples  
(qo, {1})*(qo, {2}) = (qo + q2)qo, {1,2}) = (qo + q2)qo = qoqo + q2qo, 
(qo, {2})*(qo, {1}) = (qo + ql)qo,{1,2}) -- (qo + qOqo = qoqo + q~qo. 
3.2. Coproduct and products in ~Gv [1, 14, 17] 
Let Pv the subset of Gv of the arborescences having a virtual root "e" of degree one 
and the coproduct of Leibniz type such that if c¢ e Pv then 
A~=~®l+l®o¢.  (3.5) 
Hence, P r  is the set of primitive elements and A is coassociative, cocommutative with 
counit e(q~) = "o" if ~b = "e" else e(~b) = 0. If ~b =fcq  c¢2 ... c¢, ~ I / where each ~tk ~ Pe 
andf~ 11 then A 0 =f(A~I)(A~2) ... (Accr), so f is left scalar with respect o A. 
Consider now the set 7z ("+1) ([1,r]) of the (n + 1) r partit ions 11 = (Ro,RI ,  ... ,R,)  
of [1, r] with void parts, and and the finite sequence C¢(n) - (aRo, % . . . . .  , ~R,) where 
%j - r I i~&cc i  for j=0 ,1  . . . . .  n. The c% are arborescences obtained linking the 
choosed arborescences ~i to an external root "o" labeled by 0 (cf. Section 4)). In 
particular, ~0 = "e" (one node) and ctta,r J = cq (x 2 . . .  ~r" The n-coproduct of ~Gp into 
~GF®IKGr® ... ® ~Gv is 
A,~b - f~  %° ® c¢R1 ® "" ® %. (3.6) 
n 
It verifies Ao = 1,A1 = A and A, = (1 ® ... AN .-- ® 1)A,-1, where A is at any 
place in the n-tensor product (1 ® ... ) by coassociativity (1 ® A)A = (A ® 1)A. Now 
we use this mult icoproduct to recover, in a more detailed form the product "*" given 
in (3.4). 
For this we will distinguish two cases. 
(i) g ~ ja. Writing g = g( J l , j2 ,  ... ,Jn) where J = { j l , j2  . . . . .  jn} is the domain ofg we 
have 
q~ * g -- go (A.~b) = ~ ~ ~Ro g(un,, °oR . . . . .  , ~n.), 
H 
where the root of aRk is identified with the node Jk of g. 
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(ii) ~ ~ JSo. This time ~, = ~'(0,ja, J2 . . . . .  j,) where 0 is the label of a virtual root. 
Similarly, 
4) * 0 = ~'° (A, d~) = 4) ~ 0 (~R,,, aRl, aR2, .... aR.). (3.7) 
H 
In the two cases, we get a sum of functional graphs in ~(3 v. The identity of (3.4) and 
(3.7) comes from the expansion 
qo + qj = qo(1)qo(2) "'" qo(,), 0 e J[o l'rl, Jo = {0, j l ,  j2 , - . .  , j,} (3.8) 
Each partition H in (3.6) determines a functional graph labeled in Iw J  associated to 
a ~ ~ (I~J)1o '~J the generating monomial Q~ of which, by (3.3) is a term of the 
expansion of Q0(qo + qj) Qq, where Qe~ - (u, I ) = A1 qo A 2 qo "'" Ar qo Ar + I and the 
Afs do not contain qo. The expansion of (u(qo + q j), I) intertwines the terms of (3.8) 
between the A{s according to their places and, hence, one has 
Q * Q~, = Qo.~. (3.9) 
Proposition 3.2. The bialgebras (A, e, 1) (resp. (A, e, *, 1)) ~Gp of the functional graphs 
and ~Ge of the associated generating polynomials are isomorphic. 
4. The bialgebra KG 
We can define two ~-bilinear products on ~(3 by means of those of ~(;F. Let 
(b ~ G,., ~ ~ (3, and define the 
4.1. Simple external product 
4~a, 7' -= (~, (b) 7". (4.1) 
One gets a graph labeled in [1, m + n] which is simply the union of the graphs of 
7" and %(b but in which the virtual root is the identification of the virtual roots of 
7" and z,(b and the equivalence between (2.1) and (4.1) is obvious. This product is 
associative with unit 1. 
Q~ It, Q~ = Q~.~. (4.2) 
4.2. Composed external product 
(b * 7' - (z,(b) * 7". (4.3) 
The domains of ~,4) and 7" are disjoint and the equivalence between (2.2) and (4.3) is 
also obvious. This product is associative with unit 1. 
Q~ * Q~, = Q~. ~. (4.4) 
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We take in XG the same coproduct as in ~GF, hence writing ~=f  
al 0t2 ... 0t, e Gm where I = [1, m], 0tk e ~F andre  G,, we get (cf. (3,6)) 
A,,q~ =f~ ag o ® 0tR, ® ... ® 0~R., (4.5) 
H 
hence, setting for short ~ = z.ot, we get 
4.  ~ = 7 Jo (z .a .o )=f~ ~P(ago, ~gl, aR:, ... ,R.). 
17 
(4.6) 
Proposition 4.1. The bialgebras (A, e, *, 1) (resp. (A, e, *, 1)) ~G of the functional graphs 
and ~G of the associated generating polynomials are isomorphic. 
5. Examples 
Consider (2.2) for Q~, = q~ and Q~ = ql . . . .  ,q, = z, and some examples. 
5.1. Rooted trees (n = 1) 
The 1-coproduct of the graph associated to q2 qx is given in the upper part of Fig. 3. 
The product with qo is 
(qEql)*qo = qo(qo + ql)2q2 = qaq2 + q~qlq2 + qoqlqoq2 + qoq~qlq2 
(0) (0) (1) (0) ( I )  (0) (1) 
~ 3  3 3 3 
(0) (1) 
+ " (~)~I  
3 
o o o 
2 1 Z Z + 1 
3 e 4  
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(o) (o) ( I )  (2) (o) (~) 2 
I 4 4 1 4 I 
(2) 
® • 
(0) (1) (2) 
3 
- ® • ® ! l~h  
3 0 0 0 f 5 0 4 0 ~ 
3 "  
1 4 1 2 1 2 6 3 6 6 
Fig. 4. 
(middle part of Fig. 3) and the product with ql is 
(qgql)*ql =q~(qo + ql)2q2=q~qgq2 + qlqoqlq2 + q2qoq2 + q2qlqz 
(lower part of Fig. 3) 
5.2. Excycles (n = 2) 
The 2-coproduct of the graph associated to qZq~qo is given in the upper part 
of Fig. 4. The product with q2 is 
qZqlqo * q2 = q2q2q3(q ° + ql + q2) = q2q2q3qo + q2q2q3ql + q2q2q3q2 
(middle part of Fig. 4) and the product with qlq2 is 
q2qlqo*qlq2 = qlq2q2q3(qo + q~ + q2) 
= qlq2q2q3qo + q~q2q2q3qa + qlq2q2q3q2 
(lower part of Fig. 4). 
6. The Hopf algebra K~;r of functional graphs 
Let ~b e Gv of domain H. In general, q~ contains a factor fe  H • which acts left 
linearly (cf. Proposition 3.1) and hence we can discard it. Then one write 
(~ = ~1~2 . . .  (X r where eke PF and if Hk is the domain of ak then (H1, H2,  ... ,Hr )  is 
a partition of H. The g.m. of ~b is A = (u, H) with u = l-]i~H q4(1) can be factored as 
A = A1A2 ... Ar with Ak = (Wk, Hk) where (Wk, Hk) is the g.m. of 0tk. Each Ak contains 
only one qo and can be factored itself as Ak = LkqoRk. The coproduct is defined in 
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(3.5) and can be written 
AA = ~AI  ® A, ,  (6.1) 
I 
where A I =_ 1-[i~Ai for [1,r] ~ I ~ 0 and/ -= [1,r] - 1. 
Note first that the module ~Gv is graded according to the degree of the monomials 
(cf. Section 1.4) and second (cf. Section 3) we can extend the ring of scalars ~ adding 
the set of functional graphs having no virtual roots. We will denote again by ~ this 
extended ring and ~GF is left linear. Denoting by PF the ~-module of the g.m. 
associated to PF we can state by the Milnor-Moore theorem [1]. 
Proposition 6.1. The module ~C,v of functional graphs with the Leibniz coproduct and 
the simple product is a cocommutative graded connected Hopf algebra containing ~ [qo] 
as sub-Hopf algebra and it is isomorphic to the symmetric enveloping algebra S (PF) 
ofl'~. 
The antipode "s" associated to the simple product is such that 
Z s(A,)Ar = • A, s(At) = e(A) 1. 
I I 
In particular, s(1) = 1, S(Ak) = -- Ak, s(qo) = -- qo. 
By the morphism property: 
s(A) = ( - )d°(A)A. 
If we consider the composed product we can state 
(6.2) 
(6.3) 
Proposition 6.2. The module ~Gp of functional graphs with the Leibniz coproduct and 
the composed product is a cocommutative graded connected Hopf algebra, is isomorphic 
to the universal enveloping algebra U (Pv). 
The antipode S associated to the product " ."  have to be built by means of the simple 
product in view of practical applications. It is such that [1, 14, 17] 
S (AI) * AI = ~At  * S(At) = e(A) 1. (6.4) 
I 1 
In particular, S(1) = 1, S(qo)  = - qo, S (A , )  = - Ak, hence, by the antimorphism 
property [1] of S we have 
S(AI * Az * "" * Ar) = ( - )rAr* A~- I * . . . *At .  (6.5) 
In fact, we have to compute image of A = A1 A2 ... Ar by S by means of the simple 
product. For this, let P ~ Pv of domain K with Ic~K = 0, and write 
S(P • A) = S(A) • S(P) = -- S(A) * P. (6.6) 
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On the other hand, the monomial P = P(qo) being linear in qo we have 
P* A = P(qo + qH)A = AP + P(qH)A = AP + ~ AP (k), 
k=l  
where qH =-~=lqm,  qm-  ~i~Hkqi and p(k)_ P(qHk) is got by substituting qo by 
qm in P and AP (k) is the generating polynomial of the forest obtained identifiying the 
root of P with all the nodes of the factor Ak in A, except he root. Hence, 
-- S(AP) = S(A)* P + ~ S(Ap(k)). (6.7) 
k=l  
Now, let 7r the set [8] of the (r + 1) r 1 arborescences co of g.m. Qo,, having a root 
"0" and r nodes labeled in { 1,2 . . . .  , r} and consider the sum 
~, Qo,, where Qo) = (]  (q(o(k), {k}). 
~oeT, k=l  
For a recurrence proof on the root degree r of A consider if do(A) = 1 then by (6.4) one 
has S(A) = - A, if do(A) is of maximum r suppose, setting qHo - qo, that 
S (A)=( - ) '  ~ f l  (Lkqno(kRk, Hk). (6.8) 
¢z) ~ T~ k=l  
Taking Ak = (qo, {k}) then Hk = {k}, H = [1, r], A = q~) and (6.8) becomes 
S(A) = S(@) = ( - )~ ~ h (qo(k),{k}). (6.9) 
(~Je T, k -1  
If we take P;A~+l=(qo ,  {r+l}) then P(k)=(qk, {r+l}) ,  AP=q~o +~, 
Ap(k) = (qo, {1}) -.- (qoqk, {k, r + 1}) ..-(qo, {r}) and by (6.7) 
-- S(AP) = ( - )~ ~ Q(o *(qo, {r + 1}) ~ + S(Ap(k)). (6.10) 
(JJe T, k = 1 
Applying (6.8) to AP (k) which is of root degree r, we get 
S(AP (*)) = ( - )*  ~ (q(~(1),{1}) 
• "" (qo(qo(k)+ qo(r+ 1)), {k, r 4- 1}).--(q~(,), {r}). (6.11) 
Substituting in (6.10) we get 
S(AP) = S(q~o +1) 
=(_) ,+x  ~ (Qo, (qo,{r+ 1}) + ~ (qo,(1),{l}) 
to~T, k~l  
"'" (qo(q~tk) + qo~(~+ 1)), {k,r + 1}).--)(qo(r), {r})). (6.12) 
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The expression (6.12) contains two parts (up to the sign): 
(1) The first line, got by means of the product ",", is the sum of the g.m. of the 
arborescences obtained by all the insertions and links of the edge ended by the 
node r + 1 to all the roots of the forest ~-,. 
(2) The second line is the sum of the g.m. of the arborescences obtained by all the 
insertions and links of the edge ended by the node r + 1 to all the nodes except he 
roots of the forest T,. 
Hence, (6.12) is the sum of the g.m of the (r + 2)' arborescences ~ohaving a root "0" 
and r + 1 nodes labeled in {1, 2, .. . ,  r + 1}, i.e. we get (6.9) for r + 1, 
r+ l  
S(q~o+l) = ( _ ),+1 ~ [ I  (q~(k), {k}). 
a)~T,+l k=l 
We will call (6.9) the "leading expression" of (6.8). 
Hence, the expression (6.8) for any A of root degree r, is got by the substitution of 
each term (qj,{k}) in (6.9) by (Lkqu~R,, Hk) for j = 0,1 . . . . .  r, k = 1,2, ... ,r and 
quo - qo. 
Now, using (6.7) for any arborescence of root degree r + 1, i.e. of the form AP, the 
above substitution is valid, giving S(A)* P and S(AP (k)) which come from terms of 
maximum root degree r, except for the term AP for which the substitution is direct. 
Finally, the expression (6.8) is valid for A of any root degree. We can state 
Proposition 6.3. Let A an element of root degree r in the Hopf algebra ~GF offunctional 
graphs and let A = 1-Ik = 1 (Lkqo Rk, Hk) its factorization according to the root product. 
Then the image of A by the antipode is 
S(A) = ( - )" E ~I (Lkquo,~,Rk, Hk) with qu, = E qi, quo = qo 
facT, k=l  ieHk 
and where Tr is the set of arborescences having a root "0" and r nodes. 
6.1. Practical recurrence relation 
Let A k = Ak(qo ) primitive elements of disjoint domains H k and write 
S(AIA2 ... At) =- ( - )r zC'(,)(qo, qu . . . . . .  qn,) 
Then the above expression (6.7) can be written 
~(1) (qo, qu,) = A1 (qo), 
dr,+ 1)(qo, qu . . . . .  , qu,, qn,+~) = d(,) (qo + qn,÷,, qu . . . . .  , qu,) A,+ 1 (qo) 
+ ~ ~¢(,)(qo, qn,, ... ,qu~ + qu . . . . . . .  ,qu,)A,+l(qu,) 
k=l 
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6.1.1. .Case r = 2 
By (6.5) and the examples in Section 3.1 we have 
S((qo, {1}) * (qo, {2})) = (qo, {2}) * (qo, {1}). 
Expanding we get 
S(qoqo) + S(q2qo) = qoqo + qaqo with S(q2qo) = - q2qo 
hence 
S(qoqo) = qoqo + qoql + q2qo. 
Of course, this can be obtained directly. Now, let 
A = AIA2 = (L lqoR1)(LzqoR2) with domA1 = Hb domA2 = H2, 
qn, = ~ ql, qn2 = 2 qi" 
ieH1 i~H~ 
Hence, 
S(AI A2) = (Ll qoRb H x)(L2qoRz,H2) + (Ll qoRb H1)(Lzqn,Rz ,H2)  
+ (LaqmRl ,nx) (LzqoRz ,H2)  
6.1.2. 
135 
= AIA2 + (LlqoR1,Hx)(Lzqn, R2,H2) + (LlqH2R1,H1)(LzqoR2, H2). 
Example 
A = qoqoql = (qoqoql, {1,2,3}) = (qoql, {1, 3})(qo, {2}), 
H1={1,3},  L1 =1,  RI =q l ,  qn ,=q l  +q3, H2={2},  
qn2 = q2, Lz = R2 = l. 
qoqo ~ A -= (qoqoqb {1,2, 3}), 
qoql -~ (Ll qoR~,H~)(Lzqn, R2,H2) = (qoqa, {1, 3})(ql + q3, {2}) 
= (qoqtql + qoq3qx,{1,2,3}), 
q2qo --* (L~ qi42R1, H1)(LzqoR2, H2) = (qzql, {1, 3})(qo, {2}) = (q2qoql, {1,2,3]), 
S(qoqoqi) = qoqoqx + qoqxql + qoq3ql + q2qoql. 
6.1.3. Case r = 3 
By (6.7) and S(q 2) in Section 6.1.1, we get 
- S(qg) = (qo + q3)Z qo + (qo + q3)qlqo + q2(qo + q3)qo 
+ qgql + qo(ql + q3)qx + q2qoql 
+ q2q2 + qoqlq2 + (q2 + q3)qoq2, 
the expansion of which gives the sum of g.m. of-0-3. 
The expression of S(A1AzA3)  follows as for S(AIAz)  in Section 6.1.1. 
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7. Differential algebra 
7.1. Differential indeterminates [15] 
Let D--{0o,8~ . . . .  } where c3~-~/c~¢ , the ath canonical derivation in 
S -- G[[~]],  the algebra of formal power series in ~ - {¢o,¢1 . . . .  } where G is 
a characteristic zero field. If S ~×~ is the set U - (ul,u2, ... ) = (ui)~l = (u~')~0,~> 1 
with u~ e S, consider U as a set of indeterminates, u~, .... = ~ ... u~ as differential 
indeterminates, the set of which is Uo, replace S ~ × ~ by G U and consider the graded 
differential algebra G{U} = @,~oG{U},  and the graded algebra of differential 
operators O~ {U,D} = ~,  ~o G {U}~D'. 
To each W e GG, we associate the differential operator W(U)~ G{U,D} such as, 
with W,(U) ~ ~{U}, 
W(U)  = Wo(U ) -}- Wl(V)a(~ ~- W2(V)Cef l~a~f l  q- " "  
= Wo(U) + ~ (W,(U),D') .  (7.1) 
r>~l 
(We will use now the summation convention.) 
7.2. Action of [~G 
The algebra ~G operates ¼-linearly into ~{U,D} in the following mode. Let 
¢beGm, H=Uh, Uh~ ""Uh. i.e. the family (u~,]uT,~ ...u~,;) in U*, H i=~-x( i )  for 
i e [O,m], then the action of A = Q, = q,(i) on H is 
A(H)= f i  ( (  [I  8~lu~', ) 1-[ 0~. (7.2) 
i=1 \ \ j~Hi  / / j f fHo 
The differential monomial A(H) is such that if di is the degree in q~ (in-degree of the 
node labeled by "i"), then u~i is derived dj times and the indices of derivation are 
related to the places of the q[s in the word A. Similarly, the differential operator D ~ is 
characterized by the number (degree of the root) of the qo's and their places. So we 
can summarize: 
In a word A E G where qj is at the place (i), then ~, acts on Uh~ in H. 
7.3. Examples 
~t l(ui) = 1, qo(ul) = ui ~et,, qoqo(uluj) = u~'u~23~lOet2, 
0~2 ~1 ~2 eta qoql (uiuj) = uT~2uj , q3q3qo(uiujua) = ul uj Ua .... ~ 
~1 a2 a3 ~. qoqoqgq2 ( i l iU j i l k i l l )  = U i Uj . . . .  Ilk ill ~1~2 . 
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7.4. Product of  differential operators 
Let ~u • G, and ~ = Uk l  Uk~ " ' "  Uk. Denoting by ~,,~ the derivation by ~, at the ith 
place in a monomial, the multiderivation d~, ... G, being at the place "0" (cf. virtual 
root in Section 1.4), we have by the Leibniz rule 
i=1 j ~ keHo 
This expression gives (cf. (2.2) and (7.2)) the expression (Q~, * Qo)(KH) where KH 
is the concatenation of K and H. The permutation of H and K is needed by the 
n-translation of the labels of A = Q~ in (2.3). We can state 
Proposition 7.1. Let U = (Ul ,U2,  ...  ) = (Ui)i) 1 = (U~)~)0, i)I a set of differentiable 
indeterminates indexed in N+ × N, the graded differential algebra ~{U} = O,~o 
{ U}~ and the graded algebra of differential operators 0~ {U, D} = G,  ~ o ~ {U}~ D'. 
Let q) ~ Gin, Hi = ~b- l(i) for i e [0,m] and a family H = Uh, Uh~ "'" Uh. in U*. Then the 
mapping of G,~ into ~{U,D} which associates to the generating monomial 
Q~ = I]i~ 1 q~ti) of  @ the differential monomial operator Q~ (14) = l-li~ 1 ((1-I; ~ H, ~)  u~i) 
[ [k~no~ define a morphism for the product "*" in ~G such that if Oe  G. and 
K = Uk, Uk: "'" Uk. one has Q¢(H)Q~,(K) = (Q~. Q, ) (KH)  where KH is the concatena- 
tion of K and H. 
7.5. Example 
A = q0, B = q2qlqo, 
A * B = q2qlqo(qo + ql + q2 + q3) 
= q2qlqoqo + q2qlqoql -F q2qlqoq2 q- q2qlqoq3 (Fig. 5). 
H = u4, K = UlU2U3, A(u4) = u~4'0~,, B(ulu2u3) = u~'~2u~,u~33~3, 
~2 C~3 ~X4 ~1 ~2 ~3 OC,~ . A(u4) B(uluzu3) = U~zU2~t U3 U4 ~ . . . .  + Ul . . . .  U2~,U3 U4 ~ 
= (A* B)(u~ u2u3u4). 
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7.6. Brackets in ~{U} 
7. 6.1. Open brackets 
Define for u,v,w ... e U, a ~ •{U},, the multilinear "forest open brackets" (fob) 
valued in ~{U}, with r/> 1 and first for r = 1. 
(u, v), (uv, w), (a, u~, . . .  
(u,v)~- u~v~, (uv, w> ~-  u~vPw~, (a,u>~ ....... ' a u~ 1 ... ot.~ . . . .  
Inductively, 
1 ~ ~ is a fob. 
I fa  is a fob and ue  U then (a ,u )  is a fob 
If a is a fob and b is a fob then ab is a fob. 
We will say "arborescent open brackets" (aob) when a s ~{U}I.  
7. 6. 2. Closed brackets 
Define brackets valued in ~ { U, D}. 
Forest differential operators 
If a ~ ~{U}r is a fob then (a,  Dr)  is a differential operator of degree r. 
7. 6. 3. Examples 
I(Ui) = 1, qO(Ui) = U~lt~a, = (ui ,  D)  ' qoqo(uiu j )  = ui . . . .  uj t~ t~z=(u iu j ,D2) ,  
qoql (UiUj) : U~ 2 UJ 2 ~ct, : (<Uj, u i>,D>,  
qaq3qo(UiUjUk) = U~ . . . . .  Uj Uk~la :6~ = < (UiUj, Uk) ,D  ) 
qoqoq2 q: (UlUjUkUt) = U~ ~ U~d~, U~? U~" t~ C3~ = ( Ui ( Uk Uz, Uj ),  D 2 ) .  
Define brackets valued in ~((U}o. 
7. 6. 4. Circular brackets 
(u) - u~ (1 fixed point), (u)(v) - u~v~ (2 fixed points), 
(u, v) - u~v~ (2-cycle), (u, v, w) = u~v~w~ (3-cycle). 
7. 6. 5. Examples 
ql (ui) = u~,, = (ui) (1 fixed point: "1") 
q~ q2 (u~uj) = ~ . . . .  ui~, u)~ (ui) (u j) (2 fixed points: "1" and "2"), 
q2ql (uiuj) = u~,~ u~g, = (ul, u~) (2-cycle), 
q3ql q2 (ulU2Uk) = u~,~ U~?,~ U~ = (Ui, Uj, Uk) (3-cycle). 
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7. 6. 6. Mixed brackets 
If ae~{U}l  is an aob, define a(,) by the action of (3~ on the last differential 
indeterminate in a, i.e. attached to the root. Let E a proper excycle (i.e. with no fixed 
point) having m nodes; we can write it E = (A~I,Ai . . . . . .  Ai,) where the A~k's are 
arborescences with root ik and domain (set of nodes) Sik. If each arborescence A~ is 
reduced to its root ik we recover simply a cycle E = (il, i2, . . . ,  i,). If H = Uh~ Uh~ "'" Uh., 
set U~, =- I]j~s, uh~, consider the aob's A~,(Ui) ~ K{U}I and define 
... " • U (Ai,(U,,), A,~(U,:), ,A, . (UO) - A,,(U,,)~2.)A,~(U,~)~],) .. A~ ( , . )g,_,) .  
We recover the circular bracket when E is a cycle. 
7.6.7. Examples 
E=q3qsq6q6qaq lq6q3 withH=ul  . . .u8.  
The internal cycle is (1, 3, 6) and the aob's are 
Zl  (Ul u5)= (u5 ,U l )  , a2(u2u3u8) = ( (u2 ,  u8~,u3~ , 
Z6(u4u6u7) = (u4uT,u6) , 
E(ul  ... u8) = (A1 (ul us), A2 (u2u 3 u8), A6 (u41"/6 U7)) 
~-~ A 1 (Ul u5)(g6)A2(u2tl3u8)(cq)A6 (u4u6u7)(~ 6) 
= u~°  u~ ~ u~,~.  ~ . . . . . . .  . U4 U5 U6~3~4~ 7 U7 ~8~ 2
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